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Plum Brook's B-3 Stand Is Readied For New NERVA Program

pellant tank which was a scale
representative of a flight config
uration.

The program ended in December
witr. two wet pump bootstrap tests
providing successful system start
up.

THE NEW TEST program will
investigate a turbopump problem
area of major concern in nuclear
rocl,et development - liqUid hy
drogen pump cavitation. The heat
ing by nuclear radiation of the
liqUid I'ydrogen propellant both in
the (<ink and pump inlet line can
directly affect ·the conditioning of
the 11uid entering the pump.

The program planned for the B-3
stand will study the effects of
liquid hydrogen inlet temperatures
on turbopump cavitation. The
Aerojet Mark III, Mod 4 turbo
pump which was used for the
start-up studies will be used in
the new experiments.

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION
has shown that the radiation from
a nuclear engine causes an un
desirable and perhaps unavoidable
increase in temperatures of the
liquid hydrogen in the propellant
tank.

Actual nuclear heating in a
liquid hydrogen tank was investi
gated under a contract with Gen
eral Dynamics, Fort Worth, Texas.

Planned tests at Plum Brook
will include studies of turbopump
performance throughcut the en
tire anticipated range of opera
tions, flow rates, and pressure
changes, not only under design
conditions, but at low speed con
ditions as well.

THE B-3 FACILITY includes a
vertical tower 200 feet high. The
turbopump was installed at the
94 foot level directly above the
KIWI reactor. The reactor nozzle

STANDING READY for new projects, the year-and-a-half-old B-3 fa·
cility at Plum Brook already has been the site of two dozen valua,ble
experiments for NERVA. Non-nuclear tests of various components for
large nuclear engilles are conducted at B-3 - Lewis' Nuclear Rocket
Dynamics anrl Control Complex. Facilities, left to right above are: Sec
ond stage ejector for simulation of altitude eonditions, B-1 Stand, B-3
burnoff used for low speed tests, B-3 Stand, and 200,000 ganon liquid
hydrogen storage vessel.

when the recent test program was
completed. The reheat system de
veloped by Plum Brook engineers
and built into the B-3 facility
shortened the program ccmpl({,~f)n

date by approximately three
months and saved more than
$50,000 worth of propellants. The
reheat system allowed engineers
to perform six series of two back
toback tests.

THE RESEARCH G R 0 U P
which has directed experimental
investigations to date also will be
in charge of the new program. Al
bert G. Powers is head of the Sys
tems"Dynamics Section and Robert
C. Phillips is B-3 test cell manager.

Powers pointed out last week
that information obtained in the
new program is expected to be
valuable also to researchers who

developing the turbopump sys
for Phoebus and large chem

engines.

was exhausted into an altitude
simulation system which also
served the B-1 propellant start-up
system test stand.

A 46,000 gallon liquid hydrogen
tank was installed in the B-3
stand above the 115 foot level. Op
eration of B-3 stand experiments
were conducted remotely at the
B control building.

The B-3 test facility is equipped
with a digital instrumentation sys
tem. Four hundred separate chan
nels prOVided information on flow
rates, pressures, material and
fluid temperatures, acceleration,
pump rpm., and other data.

THE B-3 COMPLEX, completed
in mid-1965, includes a 200,000
gallon storage vessel and a con
trol building. Cost of the entire
B-3 complex was $3 million,' a
half- million dollars under the es
timated construction cost.

Another savings was confirmed

As an important part of NASA's nuclear rocket research and de
v!'lopment work, Lewis engineers in Cleveland and at Plum Brook Sta
ti~n have completed the first experimental program with Plum Brook's
B-3 facility. They are now removing existing research hardware and
overh'luling the facility subsystems in preparation for a new series of
approved investigations.

THE FIRST TESTS were con
ducted in December 1965. A total
of 23 tests were performed during
the first year program.

The recently concluded studies
at the B-3 stand were organized
as a full scale propellant feed sys
tem start-up test program for the
NERVA (Nuclear Engine for
Rocket Vehicle Application) proj
ect. An Aerojet Mark III, Mod 4
turbopump was used to supply
liquid hydrogen to an unfueled
KIWI B-1 reactor. Both dry pump
and wet pump start-up tests were
performed.

THE PURPOSE of the program
was to define how to start a nu
clear system in space. Nuclear
power systems are not expected to
be used as first stages in space
missions; ra.ther, they would serve
as second or third stages and
would be rocketed into space
aboard first stages.

Because a nuclear system could
not be brought to full power until
hydrogen starts to flow through
the reactor to cool it, and yet, the
liquid hydrogen must not be al
lowed to enter the reactor corc, a
finite procedure must be followed
to establish liqUid hydrogen flow
and then start generating power
in the reactor.

THE RECENTLY concluded test
program defined the required
start-up procedure, including liquid
hydrogen flow rates, time delay
on the power cycle, and the ap
plication of power to ·the turbine.

These experiments were directed
toward a definition of complete
system performance and mechan
ical operating characteristics of
centrifugal turbopumps by using
a realistic feed system.

The in-flight feed system was
simulated by mounting a turbo
pump directly under a large pro-

EXPERIMENTAL TUR130PUMP installed last year for start-up tests
in the 13-3 facili1)' )·ec..ived liquid h)'drogen at low pressure and boosted
the pressure to feed other components of the system. The large piece
of i'quipmellt angled at 45 degrees at left is the turbine power control
valve uSi'd for fOllr low spi'ed tests. A flight-weight turbine control
valve was installed for 19 other start-up tests. The Plum Brook work
man above is installing transducers which monitor pressures, tempera
tures, and vibrations of the )lump.

COlUPLETED EXPERIMENTS - Tests with flight-weight NERVA
type nuclear reactor engines and a rocketdyne regeneratively cooled'.
nozzli's were conducted at the B-3 facility. Radioactive fuel elements'
were not used in the engine during tests. Here, an electrician checks
wirinl;" connections for one of the many remotely operated valves prior
to a test run. In space operation, this valve would feed liquid hydrogen
to the reactor where it would be converted to gas and provide the
rocket thrust.


